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This short note is prepared as an input into a training 
course on Agricultural and Rural Development Planning, and is 
intended to provide a brief overview of some of the links which 
need to be established between sectoral and macro-planning.- In 
the process it discusses some o-f the planning methods used in 
the small open economies o-f the Caribbean, and provides some 
ideas as to the direction in which they may evolve over time. 
While examples are drawn principally -from the experience of 
Trinidad and Tobago, the basic pr i nci pi es, as well as the more 
general comments, apply faithfully to (the planning pattern-* which 
apply in most Caribbean countries. 
The presentation is divided into three parts. Firstly, some 
comments are made about the broader macro-economic developments 
in Trinidad and Tobago since 1973, and an attempt: made to -fit 
agriculture sector performance into that context. Secondly, the 
paper discusses various approaches to 'planning', progressing 
from the most basic, to more complex and integrated approaches* 
An attempt is made to establish the relationship between sectoral 
&nd macro-economic planning arid in so doing integrate the 'top 
down' and "bottom up' planning approaches which will be 
necessary in order to create the concensus which is required for 
effective- plan implementation» Before providing a summary of 
conclusions, some of the constraints which must be faced by 
planners in the region are also identified. 
OVERVIEW OF ECONOMIC TRENDS AND POLICIES 
Petroleum price increases between late 1973 and 198G brought 
»yi'ndfall gains to Trinidad and Tobago and permitted a level of 
economic activity, and an increase in the standard of living, not 
previously experienced. 
Because it is an extractive industry, with limited linkages 
into the domestic economy as a whole, the windfall gains accrued 
in the first round primarily to the public sector in the form of 
increased revenues. In the second round, as government disposed 
of these revenues, in the form of increased members of, or 
salaries for, the civil service; expanded welfare programmes; 
widely increased subsidies; or in a rapid increase in investment 
projects; the oil revenues impacted upon the other sectors, and 
ultimately upon the standard of living and levels of consumption 
of the citizens as a whole.' 
Since the oil boom was also an export boom, it generated 
rapidly increasing quantities of foreign exchange, and permitted 
a removal of the import constraints that had affected the economy 
up to 1973. While there was a rapid increase in imports it was 
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a removal of the import constraints that had affected the economy 
up to 1973. While there was a rapid increase in imports it was 
also possible to have a great increase in reserves, at least 
initially, and to benefit -from the capital revenues which came 
from them. 
Real weekly earnings increased by 6"/. per annum between 1976-
1982, while the rate o-f unemployment -fell -from 17% to 107. at the 
same time. 
Real national income is estimated to have increased by one-
third between 1973 and the second oil price increase in 1981. A 
fair portion of this increased income was al so transmitted to the 
poorest sectors, through increased employment, make work schemes, 
and a series of subsidies tailored to their needs. At the same 
time a fairly large programme of investments in downstream 
activities from the petroleum sector were put into operation, in 
ammonia, urea, methanol, and in steel. 
Nevertheless, due to the rapid increase in income many of 
the productive factors were overstressed and a series of 
dislocations were created. Increased incomes were not matched by 
increased productivity, many of the unskilled were employed to do 
skilled work, and others were employed to do non—productive 
tasks. Increased consumer demand could not therefore be matched 
by increased domestic production, resulting:in a rapid increase 
in prices and imports. This was exacerbated by the fact that many 
local manufactures were large users of foreign exchange. 
Costs of production increased rapidly, and while these 
increases were easily absorbed by local consumers, the effect was 
that industries were no longer competitive on the wider export 
markets, or even within the protected CARICOM market. 
Finally, there were significant reallocations of resources 
into areas such as the distribution of imported goods, 
construction, and real estate. At the same time, there was a 
shift of resources out of sectors such as agriculture. 
' By 1982, a decline in petroleum output which had started in 
the late seventies was joined by falling oil prices, a trend 
which has continued up to the present. Accordingly, many of the 
policies developed in the. seventies are no longer sustainable, 
and the dislocations created are now in the process of being 
corrected. Evidence of this readjustment is seen in reduced 
government expenditures, a variety of new sectoral policies, 
regulations regarding foreign purchases, and the process of 
realigning the local currency has also begun. 
A G R I C U L T U R E S E C T O R P E R F O R M A N C E 
The impact of past macro-economic trends and policies upon 
the agriculture sector was quite significant. While agriculture 
had not played a major role in the economy prior to 1973 its 
share of GDP was nevertheless halved between 1973 and 1982, 
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The impact of past macro-economic trends and policies upon 
the agriculture sector was quite significant. While agriculture 
had not played a major role in the economy prior to 1973 its 
share of GDP was nevertheless halved between 1973 and 1982, 
resting in that year at 2.77.. By 1935 this trend had been 
reversed somewhat due to the impact of changed economic: 
conditions, and policies, so that at the end of that year its 
contribution had increased to 3.77. 
Between 1971 and 1902, food imports had doubli-d in terms of 
volumes, but had increased eight-fold in terms of prices« In 1980 
•food imports had been necessary to meet 90"/. of food needs. The 
decline in Agriculture was further demonstrated by the fact that 
labour was moving out of the sector, due no doubt, to the fact 
that real wages declined. Agriculture absorbed about. 10% of the 
labour force in 1974, but by 1984 this had declined to 87.. Once 
again the trend seems to have been reversed, since this 
percentage grew to 10% by the end of 1985. 
In effect what was happening was that, in line with a 
development philosophy common to the whole region, emphasis was 
being placed on industry as the path by which development would 
be pursued. Throughout the region these trends were evident, but 
r:*s resources were more limited the shifts in emphasis were not as 
ramatic. This dramatic shift away from agriculture was also 
evident in other oil economies, such as Nigeria, which had 
traditionally been a major agricultural producer before its oil 
boom. Nevertheless, Indonesia provides an example to demonstrate 
that it was possible to develop an oil economy without hampering 
agricultural development, provided the appropriate macro-economic 
policies were applied. 
Subsequent evaluation of the agriculture sector in Trinidad 
has listed a number of reasons for the decline of the sector as 
fol1ows: 
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1 (a) Inadequate physical infrastructure; 
(b) Labour costs/shortages; 
(c) Outflow of capital from the sector; 
(d) Social problems such as praedial larceny; 
(e) Excessive concentration in the export sector; 
(f> Insufficient research and development; 
(g) Competition from foreign food, dumping; 
(h) Shortage of professional and technical skills; 
(i ) Declining public sector investment iri agriculture; and, 
(j) Urban culture pervading the society. 
Now that foreign exchange has resurfaced as a major economic 
constraint, and ways have to be found to earn and to save? more 
foreign exchange, agriculture comes under scrutiny once more, 
since food imports constitute a major part of the foreign 
exchange bill. Moreover, agricultural exports have in the past 
been a significant contributor to foreign earnings. 
But by now a number o-f things have changed in the sector 
particularly in relation to the export markets. The traditional 
export crops are now facing serious competition, and deci si ons 
need to be taken as to whether they can be placed on a 
competitive footing, or new products will be tried. This is a 
particularly urgent decision since about 707. of the land in 
production is in export crops such as sugar, coffee, cocoa, or 
ci trus. Moreover , sugar production is a drain on the budget., the? 
industry requiring TT.$: 300 million per year in sub si d i e«.. 
It would in fact seem that a decision has been taken to 
retain the most productive parts of the traditional crop:;;, and to 
phase in new export crops where possible; the rsmai nd:rr of the 
1 and to be earmarked for domestic food production. B'..i. t i t is not 
clear whether decisions have been taken regarding •!:. erars 
should be emphasised, based on a ranking of Hhat ran most 
efficiently be produced, and in what quantities l::a:;i?::l err a 
knowledge of market requirements. It seems that then-? ar <•? i ssupe 
for the agriculture planners, and I would be i ntereste'-! to haa-
whether this investigation has been done,, and what t.<s h-avo 
been achieved. The implications for a land use poi i:y arc also 
obvious. 
THE ORIENTATION OF POLICIES TOWARD GOALS 
I believe that: while the short analysis given above i n 
familiar to most of you, even if you might interpret the facts 
differently, we will all agree that a case is made for e orne form 
of systematic planning. Moreover , it is clear that what e v e vr-u 
may wish to do in the sector, if the? overall nacrc economi c 
conditions are not in harmony, the sectoral plans n i l ! not com?-? 
to fruition. So that a case needs to be made for an i i t ?(:jrated 
approach to planning, of the sectors and the ovs-ral I Kco^owy, 
There has recently developed a tendency in the Caribbean not 
to talk too much about economic planning, but rather te- emphasise 
1 economic management. I believe that this ar i b <?!."• from a 
disenchantment. with 'planning' as practiced in the past , and 
need to emphasise the continuous process of gui d i. r-g and fine 
tuning the economy that is essenti al for the effective 
achievement of planning goals. I believe that it will be 
conceded, however, that, it is desirable to set out the planning 
process in a plan document, since it car» help to provide a 
systematic approach to coordinating development doc i si oris. An 
explicit plan can also provide a basis for judging performance at 
set intervals and for correcting those things that have not been 
achieved. So the planning document may .be a useful waystati on in 
the planning process, but it needs to be recognised that the 
process can conceivably also proceed without a formal document. 
All of us in the Caribbean are familiar with the three or 
five year development plans, which absorb enormous creative 
energy and human resources, but are often left to languish on a 
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shelf, not -followed, never updated to adjust to the rapidly 
changing environment, sometimes never approved by the political 
directorate. We are also aware of some plans which se e mere! y 
expressions o-f hope, or more cynically intended for wi ndow 
dressing, unconstrained either by administrative or -f-inane j al 
limits. We are aware of inconsistent: plans that hove a little 
something for everyone, but which add up to inconsistent and 
unworkable policies. Of plans which set goals without provi di. ng 
any suggestions of the means, or the instruments,, that wl 11 be 
needed to achieve them. Of plans which leave out the politically 
difficult parts. 
The existence of a plan therefore, does not mean that the 
community has either the will or the means to imp.1 ement it,, As a 
resul t there has tended to be a disenchantement wi th oIanning by 
some-?, but. also perhaps a false hope has been instil i.̂;:' In others 
that the plan will be the panacea for our devel opener; t .•.-. J or obi ems., 
Perhaps, a realistic evaluation will leave us somew'-ier-? between 
bot h extremes. 
THREE PLANNING STAGES IN THE MIXED ECONOMY 
It may now be useful for me to discuss bri af1 y some < f the 
more common mechanisms used in the Region particu'a-1 y thev 
re1 ate to the mixed economies. 
Planning is more complex in mixed economies beca> t̂-h i n thi 
system the planner has less influence over all 1 he «»conomi c 
actors, than is the case where the economy is c oncer-I. rated m the 
public: sector. Moreover, prices which are subject to r«J ati ve) v 
free fluctuation in the mixed economy change more rapi . • I v' than in 
a system where they are fixed administratively; and wher -a both 
both pricing systems coexist, there is the danger . .f se. ndi ng 
inconsistent signals to the various economic acre: for 
convenience it may be useful to separate the pi anni ng , >ot. eusos 
used in mixed ec.cjnom.ies into three distinct stages,, oc ir.cr K-asiny 
complexity, with the understanding that conceptually they tend to 
progress from one to the other, in a continuum. 
The basic minimum begins with the national budget completed 
on an annual basis. It is often the starting point for most 
countries and provides indications for the f or tee mi •-) j one year 
period about expected revenues and expenditures; the I atten-
divided into recurrent expenditures and capital e: , eend.i turen 
which will be undertaken by the government. At s. ino1 e advanced 
level the budget might include estimates of expendiiu'-es of all 
public sector entities. Either integrated with this or separate 
•from .it may be a list of projects which will comprise the quantum 
of expenditure -for the budget period. 
For some of our Caribbean countries this is the extent tc 
which they are able to go in the planning exercise given the 
level of resources, paricularly of planning ski lis which are 
avlail able to them. The preparation of a slate of projects 
strains the resources of' most of our countries and if we are able 
to accomplish that it is often as much as the resources can 
manage. 
But the budget is sometimes not a very accurate reflection 
of what is intended for the next year. All of us wh ."> hive- worked 
in the public sector know that the bases on which budget 
estimates are made are not the most scientific. Those in the 
Ministries of 1 Finante know that there is df ten a tendency to 
underestimate revenues at the first round in order to contain 
demands. From the line Ministries there is a tendency to pad the 
estimate in the knowledge that the Ministry of Finance will make 
cuts. Then as there is a desire to maximize expends, ture, both in 
the hope of forcing the pace of development as well as:. in an 
effort to gain the kudos to be derived from a big budget the 
political directorate might once again inflate estimates of 
revenue, and so on. The fact is that there is an element of 
gamesmanship in the budget exercise that, real 1 y has n.:> plirs in 
the more formal, and supposedly more scientific planning process. 
At this stage one will need to examine how + he; slate of 
projects is compiled. For some the projects sur face bcc. aus:e there 
is an indication that finance may be forthcoming from a. donor for 
such activities. I am here referring to the ] ending o<- aid 
policies of multilateral or bilateral donors. And then e paiicies 
may or may not coincide with the the particular • it ve J op men t 
priorities of the recipient country, or of its needs.. 
Alternatively the slate of projects may be bi asect ?.owa-"d& a 
sector which has developed the expertise to prepare p t. ts in 
the past. And this accumulated experience usually did not reside 
i n t.he Ministry of Agricu 11ure. But. i n tru.t.h the• e 1 •.: ses wen; 
smaller evils, since the greatest problem for most dw>5.\ opi ruj 
pountries i s•the difficulty in compiling a reasonablx slate of 
'carefully prepared and viable projects. 
The shortcomings of the project by project approach arc 
however, obvious, since they tend not. to have an•/ unifying 
basis, no common policy thread. There is probably no systematic 
basis on which to assign priorities to them, ei ther b y sector or 
within sectors. 
The Integrated Public Sector Investment Programme, which 
attempts to remedy the' short-falls of the case by case approach, 
is regarded by some as the proper initial stage of planning. It 
should take as its departure point a fairly rigorous estimate of 
public sector resources for the life of the programme, both in 
terms of revenues, arid of resources it expects to be able to 
borrow, or to be given in the form of grants in aid. Estimates 
of local resources need also to be disaggregated from foreign 
exchange needs. 
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Funds will be allocated on the basis of agreed and explicit 
sectoral priorities. The allocation within sectors i s them made 
in accordance with a ranking based on the priorities of that, 
sector, cost benefit analyses, linkages and the catalytic effects 
which .it may have with other projects completed, in process, or 
planned. Such a cohesive, group of projects would go to for m a 
sector programme. 
The various sectoral programmes are thereafter evaluated in 
order to maximise the sum of benefits from a given quantum of 
investment, and. ultimately go together to form the National' 
Investment Plan, often of medium term duration, with an annual 
component being included each year on the expenditure side of the 
budget. It is usually evaluated on an annual basis and may be 
updated or revised periodically, dependent upon performance in 
the previous year, or changing priorities. 
Ideally, the public sector investment programme seuks to 
incorporate all the claims made for funds by the public entities, 
even including the semi-autonomous public: entities sines their 
obligations are usually guaranteed by government arte J crn a part, 
of the national debt. At this stage of the planning process the 
private sector is incorporated only in so far as the government 
sets out to influence the investment climate, or through credit 
and other controls, tea channel the direction of investment into 
specific areas, but details of private sec to1" inves'imsrit 
proposal s- are seldom available ¿it that .Level of planning. 
The Comprehensive Plan takes a different approach,, it lr? ji n 
with targets, or more appropriately target paths < r ce- tain 
selected key elements in the economy, which are perci ever1 to 
interact in specified ways. Irt this way a simple general, 
equilibrium model of the economy can be derived for the plan 
period which is usually the medium term, three to si x years-, a 
ccDmpromi.se based on the need to have a suf ficient period of time 
to allow policies to remain consistent in direction and bo show 
their effect, but not s6 long that forward prediction-;; become 
meaningless. In any case the constant monitoring and r »ad just merit 
of targets will be essential. 
From the target, growth path of say GDP, the planner will 
develop some notion of the quantum of investment and savings 
which will be needed to attain the? target, based on investment 
and other coefficients, the time lags needed for factors to 
transfer and become operational, and so on, derived iron past 
experience, and conditioned by expectations of change during the 
plan period. It is obvious that the accuracy of the coefficient« 
and the appropriate elasticities is central to the exercise, and 
yet difficult to achieve initially, given weak data bases and a 
shortage of the appropriate skills. Yet the process by which the 
planner arrives at these measures, and the discipline needed to 
visualise and quantify the types of .linkages between the sectors 
is essential if he is to be able to manipulate the economy 
effectively. In this way models of varying complexity may be 
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developed to identify the rates of demand and supply, public and 
private consumption, savings, investment, employment, imports, 
exports, and so on, which will follow from the basi ~ target 
paths. 
The comprehensive planning model takes into account. not. 
only the public sector investment programme but also incorporates 
target, budgets based on estimated public sector resource«-", for the 
plan period, the projected investment of the private sector, and 
the expected impact of public policy on such private: j nvestment. 
The model might also be arranged so as to provide same- notion of 
the best allocation of resources between the public and the 
private sectors. Initially, -for' Caribbean countries a relatively 
simple model including four or five producing an I consuminq 
sectors such as Agriculture, Industry, Services apprupriately 
disaggregated, and Mining where appropriate, might suffice to 
provide an adequate under standi rig of the way .in which the economy 
interconnects, and allow the planner to select the basic tools 
needed to manipulate it. 
From the broad general aggregates, the plan w:, i 1 go into 
detail in each of the sectors, while at the same time? the sectors 
would have been preparing their sectoral investment p--ogramines. 
In this way a 'top down' and a 'bottom up' approach to planning 
would therefore be proceeding, simultaneously. 
Once the detailed sectoral plans are received the macro-
pi anner will be in a better position to evaluate the ba.'.ances in 
greater detail. For he will need to insure that not only does the 
supply of labour balance with the demand for it., but that. the 
necessary types of specific skills are available., 1 nport.:.* must 
not only balance with exports, but the composition of imports 
will be crucial since, for example, capital goods imports must be 
forthcoming to sustain the quantum of investment,. InverJ-.i-it-nt Mill, 
only be possible with adequate savings, but these? sa.ini- --lust be 
sufficiently mobile to move to those sectors on which ! i </es t'i.ei 11 
priorities are * placed. While some of these balances w:l 13 be 
e,stabl ished through the operation of key price variabl s-v, such as 
the real wage, the exchange rate, arid the cost of capi. tai other-
less tangible factors such as confidence need also to considered 
in con j unc.ti o n wit h t h e m. 
SECTORAL PLANNING» 
While I have tried to make it clear that the ef-fort s of t he-
sectoral planner will be frustrated unless the over a', j macrc™ 
economic -framework is compatable with it, a word a 3 so needs to be 
said about sectoral planning itself. 
. It should be clear that if the plans are to be relevant and 
intpl ementable there has to be a strong concensus between the 
proposals advanced by the agriculture sector planners;:, and the 
needs and aspirations of the farming community itself,, For 
agricultural policy, perhaps to a greater extent than some ot her 
sectors, will depend for its sucess on a larger number of srna.ll 
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private actors. A level of concensus is therefore crnciat en what 
to produce, the rate of increase which is possible and !cas::b.le, 
and the current impediments to implementation which need to be 
removed. 
Armed with an understanding of the problem, and > RfcasLre c: 
concensus the sectoral planner will be in a better position to 
formulate more effective projects and to selec- the mc-sr. t 
effective instruments and policies to encourage i mp 1 swert t at i on . 
(Appropriate pricing policies are obviously of great, relevance in 
this regard). The planner will also be in a strange•- position to 
defend his policies and projects at the macr o--econo/n:i i: p 1 anni ng 
stage. - ' "i ; 
A significant source of delay and wastage of retrou'-c^s in 
the implementation of sector plans results; xror! i r adequate 
project selection arid preparation. A pre-condi tion ¡ or • h. r is a 
comprehensive evaluation of the sector as a whole.. J.n ay -i t: ul turs* 
it will imply a sound knowledge of land resources, suj1 ' vpes aid 
consequently production possibilities. It would reed to be 
informed by a knowledge of the relative prospects of dsve)opment 
in areas such as forestry, animal husbandry,, or various .rope.. 11. 
should have relatively clear ideas about the relative efficiency 
of producing for export or for domestic con sump t:i on ., of what 
crops are best, and what foreign and domestic rnarkr>;:!; can bear. 
It should be clear about those areas in which there c.r e know] edge 
gaps, and where further research is needed. 
Once potential projects are identified., f easib". ty studies 
will be needed, to consider, the economic, technical; "''-rianci .-iJ 
and organisational aspects of the project and ul t i iv?-. l.el y tc. 
determine whether the costs are lower than the- i e'r.. i a! 
benefits, and to be able to make an effective -an!:.i r-g o- th- •• 
various project possibilities. Are the nec:ee»^i' y i ip,.i ts 
avai 1 able? What are the ancill iary services requir ed Wh .<! of 
human and organisational skills? 
i Effective project preparation is expensive ~-r>d time? 
'consuming, arid requires a certain basic minimum of spec .i. a t i s eel 
data. It is essentially a multi disciplinary exerci.sc, ¿nd so 
skills intensive. Yet .it is crucial if funds are not. to be wasted 
on the implementation of non-viable projects; even mor.. ev per-si v« 
is the budget subsidy required far into the future tc. sustain the 
operation of badly concieved projects. Paradoxically,; the risk of 
this happening is highest when domestic resources are used, or 
where repayment. is guaranteed by the public sorter, •-since 
multilateral donors normally tend to be more rigorous in 
assessing feasibility-before loans are disbursed. Nevertheless, 
there i. s often a tendency to regard the requirenipnl: of 
feasibility assessment as an impediment by those impatient at the 
pace of development, and the temptations to circumvent the 
process are great. 
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CONSTRAINTS 
Before closing it might be useful to com« en •; on two 
constraints which are sometimes used to deny the a f i <-. i é c / of 
formal planning whenever the question arises :i n the Caribbean. 
They relate to the extr.eme openness of the eccinuirj. c.-s and t h 
quality of the data available to the planner. 
In economies as open to external factors as the--«: t: f the 
Caribbean the planning discipline wi ll be ficcii wi th more 
constraints than would be the case in larger and ,i::.vr e sel ~ 
sufficient economies. Since the open economy is sub..!!:".1 te a much 
higher level of external vul nerabi 1 i ty,;,and therefore -»cnrt.-a:i rity , 
the planning process must need to be more flexible so to react-
to the unf orseen, and it will need to have a great'1 c'e-.jr =?•-•? of 
attention paid to the review and readjustment, of tai jr v -s fit the 
same time economic actors need to react. rapidly,, :i de s I 
automatical ly, to external stimuli, which create !. po- tun ¡. ti •?-: 
for ex pan si on as well as potential dangers of contrac Li o. > .• F" r :• c. e.-
mechanisms whi ch faithfully reflect external trends an. J ; i-ip-ac ts 
will, therefore, have a central role to play in ?r.i:! ojsr 
economies. But recent global trends suggest that ever •< n>~ the 
largest countries the idea of autonomous economic v . isn i s 
rapidly becoming a myth. 
A word needs also to be said about data. It is /vident that 
the quality of the planning process is highly depervJsi ; > upon the 
quality .of information at the disposal of the plann*, r., ri is 
argued that the data set. needs to be complete before pi a ••'ni nq can 
proceed. This is often the statisticians view, whereas the 
economist might be willing to accept a less complete data set, 
whi le it is available to him quickly. In the real (eric crn? 
cannot await perfection, so that one must begin i'ii.h the 
resources available, hopefully improving them over 1. n <: .  } c also 
needs to be said that many of our countries do not n i -" best 
use of the available data, neither is the col lectio-» of ti e data 
as systematic as i t could be. Nevertheless, the qua s S' of the 
data will clearly place some constraints on the typ-s •and ex ten t 
of planning which will be feasible. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In conclusion it might, be useful to restate sum2 of the 
following main pointss 
1) Planning as defined in this presentation is to be .loan as 
a dynamic process,- integral- with i mpl eraentat i. on e.<\0 economic 
management? 
2) It requires constant -feedback and adjustment, so that 
revision of the plan on an annual basis is a good idea, and some 
planners adopt a rolling plan with this in mind; 
3) The type and degree of detail in the planni nq process 
will be conditioned by the. objective circumstances in the country 
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and what is deemed to be necessary, but will ultimately be 
determined by what is feasible and what can be implemented; 
4) There has to be a symbiotic relationship between the 
sector and the overall economic framework, so that the macro 
economic framework has to be consistent with the goals and 
objectives of the priority sectors, and vice versa; 
5) Ultimately, development is dependent upon a sucession of 
viable productive individual projects both iri the public and the 
private sectors. The preparation of such projects is time 
consuming and expensive, ' requiring as it does a variety of 
skills. This preparatory'work can only be skimped however, at 
great risk to the long term viability of the project; 
6) The implementation and operation of these projects will 
require effective management skills and a continuous monitoring 
of the operation to ensure continuous viabi.lity; and finally, 
7) Planning is data intensive, but one cannot wait for 
perfect data to begin the process. The scope and 
comprehensiveness of the plan must, however, recognise the data 
constraints, and work within them, even while planning to upgrade 
the data base. 
